With the increasing amount of DNA sequence information obtained from new sequencing methods, opening up the possibility for a complete viral screen of a host, there is an increasing need for the rapid and accurate identification of the virus types as well as their epidemiological background. While in the past, typing tools have been developed and made available (such as the Rega HIV-1 subtyping tool) and hosted at multiple sites, these tools require maintenance to track the ongoing evolution of the virus. The setup and the maintenance of typing tools, which are often deployed at multiple sites, has been a challenge. Within the EU-funded VIROGENESIS project (Horizon 2020), the Rega typing tool framework is being redesigned to separate clearly the framework from the specifics for an individual tool. This will (1) enable an expert to independently and easily setup, create and maintain a typing tool for a new pathogen; (2) establish an online repository of typing tools/versions to which participants can push updates and from which up-to-date versions can be fetched to a distributed network of servers hosting the typing tools; and (3) create a pan-viral typing tool to identify the correct pathogen and which will allow further analysis of the sequences using the specialized typing tool for that pathogen. The transformation of the framework is expected to be completed by September 2016, at the same time co-evolving existing typing tools already available (including HIV, HCV, HTLV, Enterovirus, Norovirus), and new typing tools (including Chikungunya, Coronaviruses, Dengue virus, Zika virus) that are being designed by partners within the VIROGENESIS project. Within the VIROGENESIS project, the existing typing tools based upon the Rega typing tool framework will evolve into a distributed pan-viral typing tool.
